**LT - OPERATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS (SHIPS/EXPEDITIONARY)**

**DUTY TYPE:** DEPT HEAD  
**PRO** | **UIC** | **RSC** | **BIN** | **RANK** | **DESIG** | **COMMAND NAME** | **BILLET TITLE** | **BILLET AQD** | **BILLET SUBSPEC** | **IMPORT** | **COMMENTS**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
OCONUS Sea Duty 201904: 22178 31140 LT 3100 CVN 76 REAGAN SUP LA8/BC8 YOKOSUKA  
US Based Sea Duty 201908: 21560 10430 LT 3100 UHD 1 WASP SUP LA8/BC8 SASEBO/NORVA  
US Based Sea Duty 201904: 21412 31140 LT 3100 CVN 73 G WASHINGTON SUP LA8/BC8 N NEWS  
US Based Sea Duty 201911: 21218 02940 LT 3100 LSD 41 WHIDBEY ISLAND SUP LA8 L CRK  
OCONUS Sea Duty 201911: 22178 31150 LT 3100 CVN 76 REAGAN SUP LA8/BC8 YOKOSUKA  
OCONUS Sea Duty 201912: 20103 09860 LT 3100 UHS 6 AMERICA SUP LA8/BC8 SEDGE/SASEBO  
US Based Sea Duty 201911: 21853 31200 LT 3100 CVN 75 TRUMAN SUP NORVA  
US Based Sea Duty 202006: 03836 31300 LT 3100 CVN 68 NIMITZ SUP BREM  
US Based Sea Duty 202005: 21389 03480 LT 3100 CG 56 SAN JACINTO SUP LA8 NORVA  
OCONUS Sea Duty 202005: 22178 31330 LT 3100 CVN 76 REAGAN SUP LA8/BC8 YOKOSUKA  
US Based Sea Duty 202005: 19586 91025 LT 3100 SSBN 1 SUP LA8 CORINDO  
US Based Sea Duty 202005: 55132 00620 LT 3100 NCHR 1 SUP 1304 WILLIBG  
US Based Sea Duty 202005: 21345 03840 LT 3100 CG 52 BUNKER HILL SUP LA8 SEDGE *NEW  
US Based Sea Duty 202006: 21495 03240 LT 3100 US 43 FT MCHENRY SUP LA8 MAYPRT *NEW  
US Based Sea Duty 202006: 21945 03360 LT 3100 DDG 73 ROSS SUP LA8 ROTA *NEW  
US Based Sea Duty 202006: 21853 31330 LT 3100 CVN 75 TRUMAN SUP LA8/BC8 NORVA *NEW  
US Based Sea Duty 202006: 23173 25660 LT 3100 CVN 78 FORD SUP LA8/BC8 NORVA *NEW  
US Based Sea Duty 202006: 21412 31360 LT 3100 CVN 73 G WASHINGTON SUP LA8/BC8 NORVA *NEW  
US Based Sea Duty 202006: 03168 31360 LT 3100 CVN 68 NIMITZ SUP LA8/BC8 BREM *NEW

**Notes:**  
- US Based Sea Duty: US Based Sea Duty  
- OCONUS Sea Duty: OCONUS Sea Duty  
- CONUS Sea Duty: CONUS Sea Duty  
- Notes: *NHPA for Pre-Comm PCU = homeport not concrete

---

**LT - OPERATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS (SUBMARINES)**

**DUTY TYPE:** LT - OPERATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS (SHIPS/EXPEDITIONARY)

**DUTY TYPE:** LT - OPERATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS (SUBMARINES)

**DUTY TYPE:** LCDR - OPERATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS

---

**Lcdr - Operational Assignments**

**US Based Sea Duty 201904:** 52139 90405 LCDR 3100 CNSWG TWO SEA A DIRECTOR/SUP LOG P3E LA8/CRK  
**US Based Sea Duty 201909:** 21700 10400 LCDR 3100 UHD 3 KARSARGE SUP PA LA8/BC8 NORVA  
**US Based Sea Duty 201910:** 21247 11310 LCDR 3100 CVN 71 ROOSEVELT SUP PA LA8/BC8 SEDGE  
**US Based Sea Duty 201910:** 21412 31120 LCDR 3100 CVN 73 G WASHINGTON SUP PA LA8/BC8 N NEWS  
**US Based Sea Duty 201911:** 21853 31200 LCDR 3100 CVN 75 TRUMAN SUP LA8/BC8 NORVA *NEW  
**US Based Sea Duty 201911:** 21847 31320 LCDR 3100 CVN 74 J STEINER SUP LA8/BC8 NORVA *NEW  
**OCONUS Sea Duty 202001:** 20865 04220 LCDR 3100 AS 40 F CABLE SUP PA LA8 AGANA  
**US Based Sea Duty 202004:** 03168 31110 LCDR 3100 CVN 68 NIMITZ SUP PA LA8/BC8 BREM  
**US Based Sea Duty 202004:** 03170 31310 LCDR 3100 CVN 77 BUSH SUP PA LA8/BC8 NORVA  
**US Based Sea Duty 202005:** 23173 25640 LCDR 3100 CVN 78 FORD SUP PA LA8/BC8 NORVA  
**US Based Sea Duty 202006:** 22178 31120 LCDR 3100 CVN 76 REAGAN SUP PA LA8/BC8 SEDGE/NORVA  
**US Based Sea Duty 202006:** 3369 31110 LCDR 3100 CVN 69 EISENHOWER SUP PA LA8/BC8 NORVA *NEW

**Notes:**
- *NHPA for Pre-Comm PCU = homeport not concrete